Deligne [D, (3.2.14) ] proved the d-closedness of logarithmic forms on a smooth complex quasi-projective variety by showing the degeneracy of some spectral sequence. Actually, his proof works for a Zariski open subspace of a compact Kahler manifold. The logarithmic forms play important roles in various aspects of analytic-algebraic geometry, including the value distribution of holomorphic mappings (see, e.g., [D] , [I] , [Nl] , [N2] , [N3] and [N4] ), and their closedness is fundamental. Therefore it may be of worth, and hence our purpose of this note to give its short proof based only on the classical harmonic integral theory [K] . Received June 6, 1994.
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Moreover, we set
Let π: M-+M be a desingularization of /) by Hironaka such that M is Kahler and the divisor D-π~1 (D) has only simple normal crossings. Then it easily follows from the extension of holomorphic functions over analytic subsets of codimension ^2 that the pull-back
is an isomorphism. Henceforth we may assume that
D has only simple normal croossings.
Let D=Σu=i D τ be the decomposition into irreducible components, and c D .: Di->M be the inclusions. Take x^Di.
Then there is a holomorphic local coordinate system (
Then ReSs/ω) is well-defined globally, and then
We also consider Resp/ω) as a current of type (p, 1) on M, and set We recall a theorem from the theory of harmonic integrals. We ύx a Kahler metric on M. As usual, we denote by H the harmonic projection, by G the Green operator, by δ (resp. $, $), the adjoint of d (resp. 3, d), and by A the adjoint of the multiplication operator by the Kahler form (see [W] 
